**Time**  
M, W, F  
1:00pm - 4:50pm

**Office Hours**  
H | 11:00-1:00

**Location**  
TBD

**Credits**  
6

**Instructor**  
Michael Geffel, RLA  
Department of Landscape Architecture  
Lawrence Hall, Room 214  
mgeffel@uoregon.edu

**Prerequisites**  
This is a continuation of the Winter 539 landform studio

**Studio Description**  
The emphasis of the third foundational studio will be on *assembly*: the combination and entanglement of objects to achieve a coherent whole. This studio offers the opportunity to demonstrate your capacity to see the construction of landscape as a complex assemblage of structural elements, theoretical insights, ecological systems, historical influences, etc... Working individually you will be emmersed in the physicality of your project, integrating your technical and design skills to develop your schematic design at the human scale